The Referral Bonus Programme of SafeBAS
Hi, all! We are excited to announce SafeBAS referral Bonus Programme!
Extra money can be earned by sharing the information about SafeBAS on forums, social networking
websites, just use the referral link.

How can you join the programme?
Click the link and log in
https://ico.safebas.com/profile/referrals.
Get the unique personal referral link in your personal account.
Share the link on social networking websites
Start with a post to earn money, for example, on Facebook, Twitter, Reddit, etc.:
Hi. All! I’ve discovered a very interesting project recently. This is the first market place based on smart
contracts. They have started ICO and I have bought several SafeBas tokens!
Terms and Conditions of the Referral Programme
The referable programme has already been launched and it will finish at the end of SBS tokens sales.
Tokens will be transferred to the wallet of the participant within 4 weeks after the end of the sales. The number
of the attracted investors and the value of the participants is measured automatically by means of smart
contracts which indicate transactions related to the referral link. The value of the reward will be shown in your
account. We recommend to use MyEtherWallet.
You will get 10% for every investment of the investors who you will attract.
For example, if the investor invests 10 ETH, you will receive 1 ETH.
Your referrals must invest and use the wallets which were stated when they logged in, We can’t track
investments which were made by means of different wallets..

Good Luck!

Recommended Ways of Promotion
Blogs and media resources
The team of the project is interested in creating and sharing content of high quality. Journalists, writers,
bloggers etc. can participate in the programme.
We recommend to follow the rules while you create the content:






the uniqueness of the content except original images of the project posted on safebas.com
the article must contain maximum 500 characters
the video must be for 1 minute
at least one link to safebas.com
use hashtag SBS

It is recommended to make not more than 3 posts on Medium, Steemit, Newbium etc.
Sign up on Bitcointalk.org
Every user of Bitcointalk.org can take part in signing up.
We advise to follow the recommendations:





to log in the referral programme and receive the unique link;
to create unique codes of signing up by means of the referral link
use the signing up until the end of the programme;
to make at least one post in thread SBS;
The post is considered to be correct if it follows the rules:






the text contains 50 characters;
it coincides with the topic of the thread;
there are no other advertisements;
the uniqueness of the content.
We do not recommend to make posts about “Games and round”, “Micro earnings”, “Politics and
society”, “Off-topic”, “Archival”, “Tipster”, “Auctions”, “Lending”, “Beginners and Help”, “Press”,
“Investor based games”.

Facebook
Every user of Facebook can participate in the programme.
Follow the rules:







log in the referral programme and receive the unique link;
subscribe and like our page on Facebook
share posts from Safebas page on Facebook
do not delete posts until the end of the referral programme
use hashtag SBS

post the link to safebas,com by means of your referral link.

Twitter
Every user of Twitter can participate in the programme.
Follow the rules:







log in the referral programme and receive the unique link;
subscribe and follow the news of the project on Twitter
share posts from Safebas page on Twitter
do not delete posts until the end of the referral programme
use hashtag SBS

post the link to safebas,com by means of your referral link.

Youtube
Every user of Youtube can participate in the programme.
Follow the rules:






log in the referral programme and receive the unique link;
subscribe to the channel on Youtube
like the video

post the link to safebas.com by means of your referral link in comments and videos

Instagram & Pinterest
Every user of Instagram and Pinterest can participate in the programme.
Follow the rules:








log in the referral programme and receive the unique link;
subscribe, like and follow the news of the project on Instagram;
share the news from the account of the project;
make your own posts about the project;
do not delete the posts until the end of the project;
use hashtag SBS

post the link to safebas.com by means of your referral link in comments and videos.

Allowed and forbidden kinds of traffic
Cashback

not allowed

PopUp / ClickUnder

not allowed

Contextual advertising

allowed

Doorway

allowed

Email *except spam

allowed

Context Ad

allowed

Advertising on Social Networking websites

allowed

Incent traffic
Toolbar

not allowed
allowed

Adult-traffic

not allowed

Mobile traffic

allowed

Teaser Ad

allowed

Youtube channel

allowed

Conclusion
Dear partners,
We recommend to use the described rules but the way of participation is not obligatory and is not limited by the
recommendations.You are able to use any resources to promote the referral links. All the necessary material
will be provided after the registration. The number of the attracted referrals will be available online in your
personal account.

